. Stimulus correlations introduce acausal components in estimate of causal underlying filter We took an original filter from a real retinal neuron that contained acausal components, i.e. non-zero elements at times t > t spike (solid line in (a) and (b) and made it causal by setting these elements at t > t spike to 0 (dashed line in (a) and (b)). We then simulated spikes using this causal filter and the parameters of the nonlinearity obtained from the fit to the original cell's responses. We did this for two different stimuli: (a) the original, low-pass filtered and hence correlated stimulus used in the experiments; (b) and an unfiltered Gaussian white noise stimulus containing no correlations. We then estimated the filter again from these simulated spikes by STA (dotted line in (a) and (b)). While the filter recovered from simulated spikes in response to the original correlated stimulus shows acausal components (a), the filter recovered from simulated spikes in response to the uncorrelated stimulus is causal (b). This shows that stimulus correlations can lead to acausal components in filter estimates, even if the underlying filter that produced the response is causal, as we expect it to be the case in real neurons. All filters w shown are normed s. t. || w|| 2 = 1.
